
Húsavík: Big Whale Safari & Flatey Island 
Visit the Whale Capital of Iceland ● Witness the famous Whale Museum ●  Experience the 

original RIB whale watching and the secluded nature on Flatey Island 

2 October 2018 - Big Whale Safari & Flatey Island

13:30     Departure from “Höllin” venue
19:00     Drop of at Hof Culture House for Get-together party

Enjoy the scenic drive from Akureyri to Húsavík, the Whale Capital of Iceland. Upon arrival you will 

visit the Húsavík Whale Museum for a short visit, well-known for its blue whale skeleton and 

other interesting exhibitions about the fascinating whales and their habitat.  

The museum visit is a good preparation for the next adventure of the day when you get to 

experience whale watching on a modern RIB speedboat. Thanks to the speed of this vessel you can 

explore a wider area of Skjálfandi Bay in search of its gentle giants, which increases your chances 

of encountering whales – and more of them. Your specialized guide will give you live commentary on 

the wildlife and sights you encounter along the way.  

This tour also includes a short stop on Flatey Island, located on the outer edge of Skjálfandi Bay, 

where you will be offered a small walking tour around some of the peaceful island’s most beautiful 

sights. 

Take a look around and inhale an extra deep breath of the fresh North Atlantic air before re-

boarding the RIB speedboat which brings you back to our hometown Húsavík.  

During the return bus journey to Akureyri you can enjoy the stunning landscape passing by while 

going over all the memorable moments from this exciting day. 

Max number of participants: 48 passengers 



Practical information: 

 The RIB boat tour is not recommended for passengers with back- or heart problems or

pregnant women.

 On the boat your will be given warm overalls and safety equipment. It is still highly

recommended that passengers bring their own warm and waterproof clothes, footwear and

protective bags for cameras if needed, as it can be cold and wet out at sea.

 The tour is dependent on weather and sea conditions. For your safety and comfort, we reserve

the right to change the tour itinerary, even with short notice, should weather or other

conditions change. In such case, alternative options are offered in Húsavík.


